116 THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
ently the most vigorous organization enrolling relief clients
and the unemployed was the Workers' Alliance, formed early
in 1935 under Marxist auspices and boasting at its peak
nearly a quarter of a million members. "Boring from within**
in approved Communist fashion, it sought to honeycomb
disadvantaged groups with its spirit of discontent, promoting
hunger marches, protesting WPA discharges, picketing state
legislatures in Wisconsin and Pennsylvania, demonstrating
on Capitol Hill in 1937 and claiming credit for preventing
deeper relief cuts* The total impact of these organizations,
however, was small.
The decade brought certain changes in labor attitudes in
the United States. An impetus, begun by the Depression
and continued by the New Deal, made the workingman, par-
ticularly in the big industrial centers, class conscious as never
before—to the gratification of leftists and a gloomy appre-
hension among conservatives that American traditions, indi-
vidual ambition and fluid opportunity were being "Euro-
peanized." The laborer as "proletarian" became also an ob-
ject of absorbing interest to numerous writers and artists, as
will be seen later. Even though their efforts were addressed
chiefly to the highbrow, a residue did help to bolster the
worker's importance and self-esteem* A new sense of soli-
darity appeared. Labor leaders sought increasingly to make
the union the focus of community and recreational life, with
clean, attractive quarters that contained rest rooms, game
rooms, dance halls, restaurant, library and movies. In the
larger cities social activity included dances, card parties,
'bingo, banquets, beer fests and, in more isolated regions,
square dances, baseball games, picnics and hay rides. This
development recalled the salad days of the Grange two gen-
erations earlier among the farmers.
But labor's new ascendancy also had its dark side. Symp-
toms of the same greed, arrogance and irresponsibility which
"the interests" had shown when in the saddle now appeared
among certain of its leaders and unions. Some seemed to want

